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Patterns of Change: 

Technological Substltutlon and Long Wavea 

in the United States 

ABSTRACT 

Economic development and the advancement of 
technology ia presented as a process of substituting 
old forms of aatiefylq human need8 by new oner, or 
more precisely aa a sequence of such substitutlona. 
The examples, reconetructed from historical recorda, 
describe the quantitative, technological changes In 
energy conrrumptlon, steel production and merchant 
marlne In the United States. 

Loglstic aubstltutlon analysla ia used to capture 
the dynamics and regularity of these technological 
changes. I t  in shown that technological substitution 
analysls describes fundamental structural changes 
that lead to new economic patterns and forms. The 
emergtng patterns of technologlcal and economic 
changer during the last two to three centuries are 
shown to portray periodic recurrences at intervale of 
about half a century. In this sense. the technological 
subatltution procesaea are related to the long swings 
ln economic development because they identify and 
describe major and periodic fluctuations in the 
historical rate of technologlcal change and 
accordingly aleo the secular changes in the rate of 
economic growth. 

A phenomenological approach is adopted to 
lndicate the evidence for the lnvartance and loglcal 
order in the sequence of technologlcal changes and 
long wave lluc tuatione. 
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Patterm of Change: 

Technological Subetitution and Long Wavea 

in the United Statea 

The analysh of hletorical replacement of old by new technologies has shown 
that most of these processes can be described by simple rules that are captured 
in the logistic substitution model (see Marchetti and Nakicenovic. 1979, and 
Nakicenovic, 1964), and that expressed in fractional terms the eubstitution 
foUowa characteristic S-ebaped curvets. In order to ffluatrate and describe the 
propertiee of the approach we will first give examples of how new energy forms 
replaced thelr predecessors, since technological changes in the energy sp t em 
conetitute one of the h t  and most complete application8 of logietic rrubstitution 
analyel. To further explore this method we then describe similar substituUon 
processes in steel production and merchant marine. 

The application of the logistic substitution model to the above examples 
indicates that improvements and grolrth are achieved through a regular but 
discontinuous process. Each new technology goes through three distinct 
substitution phaaes: growth. saturation and decline. This regular pattern points 
to a certain schedule and recurrence in structural change of competitive 
markets. The structural change in the above examples occurred at intervals of 
about 50 years. 

The recurrence d changes every 60 yeara resembles the long wave 
fiuctuationa in economic development originally described by Kondratied (1928). 
One of the most extensive explanations of the long wave waa given by Schumpeter 
(1939). For Schumpeter, Lnnovationr come in clustern, and are not evenly 
distributed or continuouely absorbed. due to the basic principles that govern the 
process of capitalist development. The clustering of technological and 
entrepreneurial innovations leads to the emergence of new industries and 
subsequent growth, but this growth necessarily leads to limits and eventual 
decline. Thur, wave-like f o r m  of economic development are generated with 
phases of growth and senescense at intervals of about 50 years. 

A hypothetical relation between the 50-year periods in the introduction of 
new technologier and saturation of the old ones and the 50-year period in the 
changing phases of growth and decline that is associated with the long wave must 
be verlded empirically before the exact nature of the two phenomena connected 
with the process of technological change can be related to each other. Tho 
analysia will essentially consist of using a phenomenological approach to extract 
long fluctuations from the time-series in an attempt to fllter out the long waves 
and to compare the so-derived fluctuation patterns with the dynamics of 



technological substitution. The c h a n g u  phase8 of the long wave fluctuatlona wil l  
be illustrated with the same examplea as the technological subatitutlon: energy 
consumption, steel production and merchant marine. 

All of the examplee llluetrate the American experience. Thus, while the 
results are equtvalent to aimilar examples tor some other industrlallzed countries 
and the whole world, Lt La t n c o n c l ~ v e  whether they may also be of a more general 
nature. Unfortunately, historical data cannot be reconstructed from available 
record8 for too many M e r e n t  cases, although the United Kingdom haa been 
analyzed with equivalent examplee. All of the reported examplee and the 
historical data tor the United States (and ale0 the United Kingdom) are given in 
Nakicenovic (1884). 



Substitution of an old way of satiafyiw a given need by a new path has been 
the subject ot a large number ot studies. One general dnding b that eubstitution 
of an old technology by a new one, expres~ed in fractional terms, follows 
characterhtlc S-shaped curves. Flsher and Pry (1970) formuhted a very simple 
but powerful model of technological substitution. Their model uaes a two- 
parameter logistic function to describe the subatitution procesa. The basic 
aasumptlon poetulated by Fisher and Pry 11 that once a subatitution of the old by 
the new has progressed as far as a few percent, it wiB proceed to completion 
along the logistic subatitutlon curve: 

where t is the independent variable uaualIy representing some unit of time, a and 
@ are constants, 3 1s the fractional market share of the new competitor, wh.Ue 
1-1 is that of the old one. 

2.1 Primary &erg Connunptiosa 

Ths analysis of the competitive struggle between varlous aourcea of primary 
energy haa been shown to obey a regular eubetitution procees that can be 
described by relatively simple rules (Marchetti and Nakicenovic, 1979, and 
Nakicenovic, 1979). The dynamic changes in thie procesr are captured by logistic 
equatlona that describe the rise of new energy sources and the senescense of the 
old ones. Figure 2.1 shows the prlmary energy consumption in the United States 
slnce the middle of the last century. Data are plotted on a logarithmic scale and 
show exponential growth phases tn consumption of the most important sources of 
primary energy by piece-wise linear secular trends. Thus, it is evident that 
energy consumption grew at exponential rates durlng long tlme periods but no 
other regularities are directly discernable. However, the evolution of primary 
energy consumption emergee aa a regular substltutlon process when Lt Ls 
~ s u m e d  that energy sources are diflerent technologies competing for a market. 
Unfortunately, the Flsher and Pry model cannot be wed  to describe the evolution 
of prlmary energy coneumptlon. since evidently more than two energy s o m e 8  
compete for the market simultaneously. 

In dealing with more than two competing technologies, we must generalize 
the Fisher and Pry model, since in such caaes logistic substitution cannot be 
preserved in all phaaes of the substitution process. Every competitor undergoes 
three distinct substitution phases: growth, saturation, and decline. The growth 
phase is stmflar to the Fisher and Pry model of two competitors, but it usually 
terminates before full substitution is reached. It in followed by the saturation 
phase which ir not logietic. but which encompasees the slowing down of growth 
and the beginning of dscllne. After ths saturation phase of a technology, itr 
market share proceeds to decline logtstically. 



FYgure 2.1 Prlrnary Energy Consumption. 

We assume that only one competitor ir in the rraturation phase a t  any given 
time, that declining technologies fade away steadlly at  logistic rates not 
Lnduenced by competition from new competitors, and that new competitors enter 
the market and grow a t  logistic rates. The current saturating competitor is then 
left with the residual market share (i.e., the diderence between 1 and the sum ot 
tractional market rharea of all other competltora) and b forced to follow a 
nonlogietic path that joins its period of growth to Lts subsequent period of decline. 
After the current saturating competitor has reached a logistic rate of decline, the 
next oldeat competitor e n t e n  it8 saturation phase and the process im repeated 
untfl all but the most recent competitor are Ln decline. A more comprehenstve 
description of the model and the assumptiom Is given in Nakicenodc (1878 and 
1864). 



In effect, our model assumes that competitore that have already entered 
their perlod of market phase-out are not inlluenced by the introduction of new 
onea. Deadly competltion exists between the saturating competitor and all other 
more recent competitors. This generalized model offers a phenomenological 
deecrtption of the substitution process and haa been succesefully applied for 
about 300 cases from many countries r u i n g  from primary to dnal energy and 
examples of technological eubstltutlon (see Marchettl and Nakicenovic. 1078, and 
Nakicenovic, 1084). 

Figure 2.2 ehowa the primary energy substitution for the United States. Data 
and model eetimatee of the eubetitution procees are  plotted on a logarithmic 
scale wing the quantity J / (1-1) veraua time (J representinq fractional market 
ehares). The piece-wise h e a r  eecular trends indicate logistic substitution 
phases. Ths departure of historical market shares from their long term patha, 
descrtbed by the 1ogLtic substitution model, eometlmes last for over two decades 
only to return to the trend after the prolonged perturbation. Thie le the case with 
the market shares of coal and oll durLng the 19408 and 19508. and fuel wood and 
anlrnal feed during the 1860s and 18708. This may also indicate a posslble 
absorption of the departure of coal and natural gaa market shares from their long 
term paths during the laet ten years. 

mure 2.2 Primary Energy Substitution. 



Anlmal feed reached its highest market share in the l88Oa indicating that 
draft anlmala provided the major form of local transportation and motive power 
in agriculture despite of the dominance of ra lhade  and steamships aa long 
distance transport modea. Horse carriages and wqom were the only form of 
local transport in rural areas and basically the only trelght transport mode In 
cities. It is curious that the feed and crude oil subetltutlon curves cross In the 
1920s M ii to suggest the stmultaneous substitution of the horse carriage and 
wagon by the motor vehicle. 

The aubetitution procesr clearly indicates the dominance ot coal aa the major 
energy source between the 1870s and 1950s after a long period during which fuel 
wood and animal feed were in the lead. In the United States, wood remained to be 
the principal fuel for the railroads up to the 18708, although railroads are 
conaidered the symbol of the coal we .  The last phaaea o! railroad expenaion up 
to the 18200, the growth of ateel, steam rhipr and many other rectorr are 
aesociated with and baaed on the technological opportunities odered by the 
mature coal economy. Atter the 1840s. oll assumed the domlnant role 
shultaneously with the maturing ot the automotive, petrochemical and many 
other modern industries. 

m u r e  2.2 shorn natural gas ae the domtnanting energy source after the 
1980s although crude oil stfll maintains about a 30 percent market sham by the 
end ot the century. For such an explorative "look into the tuture, additional 
assumptiom are required because potential new competitors such as nuclear or 
aolar energy have not yet captured sulllclent market share8 in the past to allow 
eathation of thetr penetration rates. Tbe starting point for market penetration 
of nuclear energy can be dated back to the 1980s when nuclear power acquired 
alightly lesa than one percent share in primary energy. In order to explore the 
behavior of the logistic subetitution model when the competition between the 
energy sources h extended into the future, we assumed that nuclear energy 
could double its current market share of about four percent by the year 2000. 
This leaves natural gas with the lion's share in primary energy advancing ita 
position to the major source of energy after this century. 

Figure 2.2 indicates that it ie possible to extract simple dynamlc behavior 
from the complex evolution of primary energy use during the last 130 years. 
Nevertheless, the accuracy of the description is not perfect. We noted that some 
departurea of historical data from the long term model trends last for more than 
two decader. Thls b to aome extent due to the fact that the ertlmater of 
traditional energy use are only rough indicators of the actual consumption levels 
and that the data were available only at eve-year intervals prior to 1950. 

The evolution of commercial energy use in the United Statea has a longer 
recorded history than the use of traditional energy sourcer. N u r e  2.3 giver the 
annual consumption of all commercial primary energy source8 and fuel wood 
startlng in 1800, while m u r e  2.4 shows the substitution of these energy sources. 
In this example, the logistic substltutlon model describes with great preclsion the 
evolution of primary energy comurnption. Due to the dominance of fuel wood as 
the major source of energy d u r Q  most of the last century. the Mormation loss 
associated with the lack of adequate annual estimate8 of energy uee (feed 
requlrementr) of draft admala is not very large. Direct wind and water power are 
included in the data set, but due to their low contribution to total energy supply, 
when expresaed in terms of thek actual energy inputa, they are not observable at 
the one-percent level. Thua, before 1917 when coal entered the competition 



Figure 2.3 Conaurnption of Commercial Primary Energy Sources. 

procerr, fuel wood provided virtually all the (commerctal) energy needr. The 
senescenae of fuel wood and the rise of coal can be seen very clearly. Up to the 
late 18BOa, primary energy was essentially a zero-sum, two t8chn010gy market - 
whatever gains coal made were translated into losses for fuel wood. The 
dominance of fuel wood, and later coal, show an interesting symmetry, each 
pertod of dominance laathg slightly over 80 yearn. The initially slow introduction 
ot crude oil and natural gaa durinq thle decade tramlated into market dominance 
80 years later. I t  is also in te res tm that crude oil reached a one percent market 
share about two decades before the Urd automobile8 were produced in the United 
Stater (actually four were manufactured Ln 1886, see Epsteln, 1828). Further, the 
drst use of oil and natural gaa sources dates back to 1858, preceding the &st 
automobiles by almoat half a century. 



fraction ( f )  

F'lgum 2.4 Subetitution of Commercial Primary Energy Sourcee. 

The regularity of this substitution process is due not only to the fact that the 
penetration rater of varioue energy eourcer remain constant over periods of 
about a century, but also due to the tact that the saturation levels of energy 
sources are much lower than the full market takeover. The introduction ot new 
energy sources and the low time conatant lead to maximum market penetrations 
of between 50 and 70 percent. New energy sources are introduced before the 
domlnant ones have even reached a SO percent share. In addition, the maxima 
are roughly spaced at internale of about 50 yeare, wUch corresponde nicely to the 
time constant ot about 50 years tor market share tncreases from 10 to 50 
percent. In order to further explore the regularity of thin proceee we have used 
the logistic substitution model to describe similar substitution processes in steel 
production and merchant marlne. 

2.2 Steel Production aad Merchant Marlne 

Figure 2.6 shows that steel production Increased rapldly during the second 
half of the nineteenth century, after Henry Bessemer patented the tlrat u h -  
tonnage procese for steel production tn 1857. The next improvement in 
steelmaking war achleved by the introduction of the open-hearth furnace. Tha 
drat open-hearth to be uaed widely war based on acid chemistry although later 
the baelc open-hearth alao found extensloe me. The b d c  systems have a decided 
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Fiqure 2.5 Steel Production. 

advantage in flexibility with regard to raw materiala consumed and gradea of steel 
produced. The steelmaking proceseee w e n  harther improved by the use of 
oxygen for excess combustion lnstead of ak. This offers many advantages such as 
faster melting and reduced checker chamber capacity. Consequently, the 
Besserner process was also extended to basic chernlatry and oxygen use, the moat 
apec tacular application originating in Austria as the Linnz and Donnewitz (L-D) 
process. now generally referred to aa basic-oxygen steelmaking. The last 
Improvement Ln steelmaking technology wae the introduction of the electric erc 
furnace. The electric process has the advantage that I t  is sultable for rnaklng 
many grade8 of steel and can almost exclusively use recycled scrap iron and steel 
(Miller, 1984). 

Flqure 2.8 shown the actual technological substltutlon in steelmaking 
according to the process u e d .  Prior to the introduction of the Beaserner procese 
all steel was produced by the traditional cructble methods used since antiquity. 
Fortunately, data are available for the period before 1860, and Figure 2.6 shorn 
that the Besaemer process replaced the traditional methods wtthln two decades 
aupplyinq almost 90 percent of all ateel by 1880. From then on the Bessemer 
proceea wae replaced by open-hearth eteelmd&q which supplied 60 percent of all  
ateel by the end of the century. The u e  of the open-hearth proceaa continued to 
increase during the drst decades of tbis century and by the 1950s accounted for 
more than 90 percent of the ateel produced. ThLa proceaa of t e ~ h n o l ~ g i ~ a l  
eubatltution continued durtng the laat 40 year8 with the htroduction of the 
basic-oxyeen and electria steel methodn. The electrLa arc procesa wan introduced 



Figure 2.8 Technological Substitution tn Steel Productton. 

M early aa 1900, so that it gained importance before the basic-oxygen process. 
However, the basic-oxygen process expanded faeter, probably because it is 
technologicedy sirnilar to the open-hearth and Bessemer basic variants. Durinq 
the 1980s, the basic-oxygen procese portrayed very rapid share increases 
reaching more than 50 percent of the market ln the 18708. Accordingly, once the 
moat important steelmaking procesa, open-hearth declined rapidly down to the 
ten-percent mark during the same perlod. The electric proceea la gaining 
importance and will  probably overtake baslc-oxygen withln the next two decades 
due to the saturation of demand for domestic steel in the United States. The 
dwtndllng total productlon leads to higher and higher percentages of ecrap iron 
and steel inputs instead of iron ore in addition to some imports of pQ Iron. This 
development favon the electric process since It 11 very energy emclent and with 
the ataqnatlng demand for ateel allowa for almoet exclusive use of recycled inputs 
(eee Miller, 1984). 

This example illustrates that the evolution of steelmaking technologies 
portrays a regular pattern that Ls slmflar to energy substitution. The description 
of the hletorical data by the logietic eubetltution model warr conaietently accurate, 
deaplte many turbulent and profound change8 since the beg- of t b  eecelled 
induntrial revolution. Before returning to the analyain of recurring period8 in 
technological change and long wave ductuations in economic development, we will 
but conalder the rubrtitutlon procerr ln the merchant fleet of tha Unlted States. 
Thin example lllustratea the evolution of one of the oldeet moder of transport. I t  
cowrr a period of two hundred yearr and h l u d e a  fundamental traneformationr 



of propulsion systems, increased epeed and size of the vessels, and change of the 
construction methods and materials. 

The traditional ship propulsion. in use ever since ancient times, was  wind 
power and the tradltlonal construction material waa wood. With the development 
of the steam engine and the relatively h q h  energy density of highquality coals. it 
wae possible to slowly replace a d s  with steam engines. The &st designs were of a 
hybrid type employing both steam and wind power. With the lncreaee in the size 
of vessels along with the expanaion of overseas trade, and with the growth of the 
iron and steel industrier, wood wan Increasingly substituted by iron and later 
steel ae the basic construction material. In fact, the number of vessels remained 
practically constant since the end of the 16th century until the 1940s a t  about 28 
thousand ships, doubling during the last three decades. During the same period 
of alrnost two centuries the total registered tonnage of the merchant Beet 
increared by almost two orders of magnltude tmplylng that the average vessel ir 
about 100 times larger today than in 1800. Thla enormous Increase in the 
tonnage capacity of an average vessel can only be explained by contlnuoua 
improvements in propulsion systems, construction materials and design. 

Figure 2.7 shorn the tonnage growth of the merchant fleet in the Unlted 
States slnce 1788 and Flqure 2.8 shorn the substitution of sailing by steam ships. 
both coal and oil flred, and later the market penetration of motor, diesei and 
semi-diesel sups  in terrna of their respective tonnage. Sa.illng shlpa domlnanted 
the merchant fleet until the 1880s although steamem acquired a one percent 
share of the total t o ~ a g e  in 1810, more than half a century earlier (two years 
after coal reached a one percent share in primary energy). By the 1820% steam 
vessels constituted more than 80 percent of merchant tonnage. thus the 
replacement of the traditional sailing ship lasted one hundred years. During the 
same decade motor ships were introduced and their share of total tonnage has 
increased ever since, although even today they have n d  acquired much more 
than one tenth of the deet tonnage. Consequently, steam ships remaln an 
important type d merchant veseei and are projected in Figure 2.8 to stay in that 
position through to the end of the century, although today they are fueled by oil 
and in some cases use steam turbines instead of coal Bed  atmospheric engines. 
During the Second World W a r ,  the share of motor ships sharply Increased. but this 
perturbation waa reebaorbed du- the 19608 to return to the long term trend 
indicated by the logistic substitution model. 

The application of the logistic substitution model to the historical 
replacement of older by newer forms of energy, steel production and propuleion 
of merchant vessels indicate that improvements and growth are achieved through 
a regular but dlscontlnuoua process. From the t h e  of its Brst commercial use, 
each new technology grom logistically until it reaches a saturation phase and 
then proceeds to decline logistically while beinq replaced by a newer and more 
promising technology. Durlnq each phase of the substitution procesr the 
dominant technology appears to be strong and unassailable, but with time it 
decays as emerging competitors "attack' the newly exposed positlon of the 
mature technology. In general, the saturation point b not determined by mere 
phystcal or reaource limitations but rather through the dynamic6 of the 
introduction of new technologlee. Thus, the market aharee increase untll Umlts 
are reached that appear to be endogenou to the market (or syatem) itself. The 
limits are encountered usually before the complete market takeover. They are 
imposed by the structure of a given market that is In turn related to overall 
economic and social development and not necessarily to mere resource 
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Figure 2.7 Tonnage of Merchant Vessels. 

f rac t ion  ( f )  

Figure 2.8 Substitution in Merchant Vesaela by Propulsion Syatem. 



depletion. Once these W t a  are reached further growth becomes economically 
and aoclally unvlable. Thus, technological and economic changes have a regular 
pattern and rule8 that polnt to a certain rhythm and schedule ln the structural 
change of other human activities. Horse riding, wood flre, and s a w  ships have 
become aesthetic and recreational activities In the developed economies after 
they have been replaced by new technologies while they still constitute a dally 
neceaslty Ln many developing part8 of the world a8 means of transportation and 
source of energy. 



3 IllNG WAYgg AND CHANGE OF TECHNOUXZ 

We have seen that technological advancement ia an evolutionary but not 
con thuou  procesa. Technological change and dlduslon follow regular 
substitution patterm characterized by aucceaslve alternation of growth and 
senescence with a duration in the order of 60 years for Large systems and 
intrastructuree. I t  is therefore only natural to ask whether tha whole procesa of 
economic growth and development can also be considered aa a aeries of leaps 
with perioda of rapid growth and period8 of relative stagnation that are related to 
rise and fall of dominant technologies and economic sectors. From history we 
know that thh Is a t  least an approximate description aince a number of serious 
depressions and crises ae well ae periods of unusual prosperity and great 
achievements have been recorded since the beginning of the industrial age. 

Thia hypothetical connection between technological substitution and the long 
wave must be verided empirically before the exact nature of the two phenomena 
connected with the process of technological development can be related to each 
other. Here. we w i l l  examine and document the evidence for the presence of long 
waves in the economic development of the Unlted Statea. Examples for other 
countrieu were reported eleewhere (see Nakicenovic. 1864; Marchettl, 1981; 
Bianchl, Bruckmann and Vasko. eds.. 1983). The analysis will essentially consimt of 
us@ a phenomenological approach to extract long fluctuatiom from htatorical 
records in an attempt to Ulter out the long wave8 and to compare the eo-derived 
fluctuetlon patterns with the dynamice ot technological eubstitution. 

Kondratieff (1928) and Schumpeter (1936) have already used a aimllar 
approach in the search of invariants in the dynamics of long wavea. They 
assumed that every sequence of annual economic (or other) quantities and 
indicators can in principle be decomposed into two components - a secular trend 
and the fluctuatiom around thle trend. In practical terms, the method consists of 
tirat ellmlnathg the secular trend from non-stationary time series and then 
determining the residual fluctuations of the time series. The second stage 
consbts of eUminatLng all other fluctuations shorter than the long wave. Usually, 
it La M c i e n t  to form a moving average longer than the duration of the business 
cycle ( to . ,  longer than a decade). ' h i e  operation is not always necessary since 
the long wave movements are sometimes observable in the residual even wlthout 
the elimination of shorter fluctuations. 

In general. trend elimination from time series that am not stationary is 
uaually more difllcult than the decomposition of the stationary series into various 
fluctuations. Specifically, it is not always obvious which method of trend 
elimination should be uaed. We have used three dmerent methods: the moving 
average over sumciently long tlme periods in order not to remove the long wave 
fluctuations, the exponential and the logistic growth curver. In many c u e s  we 
have applied more than one method tor trend elimination in order to test the 
sensitlvity of the obtained results with respect to such changes. 



The regularity of fluctuations in price data was the phenomenon that &st 
stimulated Kondratled and hIs predecessors to postulate the existence of long 
wave8 In economic development. These waves are most pronounced In the 
wholesale price tndlces for all commodities In the Unlted Statea, but they can be 
observed in the price indices of other industrialized countriee. examples Include 
the United Kingdom, France and Germany. Figure 3.1 show8 the whoIesale 
commodities price index in the United Stater heom 1800 to 1982. Wholesale prices 
appear to be statlonary w i t h  lonq fluctuations almost over the whole historical 
period. Only after the 1940s can a pronounced Fndationary trend be observed 
that had a magnitude greater than any other ductuatlon before. 

Percent 

10 

F'lgure 3.1 Wholesale Price Index. 

The pronounced prtce peaks of the 1780a, 1820s. 1870s, 1920s and sharp 
increaaea during the last decade are spaced at  intervals of four to &re decades. 
Theee recurring long e w k q s  in pricee are Ln our optnion not the primary causes of 
the long wave phenomenon but rather a good indicator of the succession of 
alternating phasee of the long ram. We consider the long swings in price 
movements to indicate the phases of growth and saturation with increasing Ievel 
of pricer, and phases of recession and regenerative deatructlon with decreasing 
price levels. 

In order to obtain a clearer picture of the succeeeion of the long waves In the 
price indices, we have decomposed the time series into fluctuations and a secular 
trend. Since the recular trend does not indlcate a simple functional form we have 
used a 50 year moving average method tor Its ellmlnation kom the Ume series. 
We have smoothed the resulting residuals (i.e., the relative diderence between the 
actual price level and ita eecular trend expressed ae a percentage) with a 15 year 
moving average. The rermltlng series of mnoothed and unamoothed residuals Is 
shown Ln Figure 3.2 for the Unlted States. The average duration of the two 
ductuationa between the 184h and 1940~ is about 60 yemu with mall  variance in 
the duration and amplitude. The occurrence of peaka and trough varies by not 
more than a few years. 
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FLgure 3.2 Long Wave tn Wholesale Prices. 

Energy uae Is one of the rare quantitative indicators that can. a t  least Ln 
prtnciple, be compared over long periods of time in apite of many technological 
changes and substitutions of old by new sourcea of energy. Thls is possible 
because the use of diflerent energy sources can be expressed in common energy 
units. The major dimculty associated with such comparisons is that most of the 
energy used durinq the early periods of the I n d W t a l  revolution constituted non- 
commercial sources. We have already &cussed the problems Involved In 
estimating the levels of non-commercial use tn the past. Ln the context of long 
waves we are interested in relative changes in the levels of energy use and not Ln 
the growth and relative shares of various energy sources. These ductuationta 
around the secular trends, however, may be to em extent obscured by the fact 
that especially fuel wood, the moat Important ot all non-commercial energy 



sources, was estimated primarily on the bash of percapita use. Thu, aince the 
fuel wood Wme series do not represent actual use, but rather sewe eu an 
indicator of the relative importance of its use, some of the fluctuations may not 
be contained in the data. Nevertheless, at  least three distinct phases can be 
observed ln the growth of primary energy consumption In the United States (see 
Figure 2.3). Atter rather stable long-term growth rates, a phase of more rapid 
growth etarts In 1900 and continues until 1930. After a ehort interruption the 
rapid growth reeumes a few y e w  later and continues until the last decade. 

The secular trend of primary energy w e  in the United States can be 
captured by a number of functional forms. Stewart (1981) used the logistic 
growth curve to eliminate the secular trend b d n g  hia eatimate on five-year 
averages of primary energy consumption The resulting &Ictuationa around this 
trend showed pronounced long waves. The drawback of this approach is that he 
used shorter time serler starting in 1880, so that only the laat and the current 
wave were displayed. Our data base goes back to 1600 and extends over one more 
wave. 

We will uae our extended data base and wi l l  employ three different estimation 
methods of the secular trend: the geometric -year movlng average, and the 
logiatic and exponential growth curver. Figure 3.3 shows the historical primary 
energy conaumptLon in the United States (from F'igure 2.3) with two alternative 
secular trends: the logistic flt with a saturation level of about eight TWyr/yr to be 
reached after the year 2050 and an exponential flt that leads to astronomical 
consumption levels In the far future. Being the slmplest of the three secular 
trends. the moving average is not shown in the Bgure in order not to obscure the 
other two trends. 

Figure 3.4 shows the residuals, smoothed mth  a 15-year moving average, 
reaultmg from the three alternative estLmatLon methods of the secular trend (the 
logistic and exponential estimates and the 50-year geometrlc m o m  average). 
The fluctuations show the same regular and parallel movements as the long waves 
in prices (see Figure 3.2). The second upper turning point in energy consumption 
ie not as pronounced as in price movements and Lt also occurred approximately a 
decade earlier. This could in part be explained by the fact that about 90 percent 
of total energy consumption wan supplied by fuel wood d u r u  thh period (see 
Figures 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4). Aa was mentioned earlier. the fuel wood time series 
represent estimates that were based primarily on the population growth so that 
they do not portray many fluctuations obaerved in other energy sourcer. 

I t  should be noted that the turninq points of the fluctuations are relatively 
invariant to the estimation method. The amplitudes of the fluctuations, however, 
depend on the estimation method. Especially the amplitude of the last upper 
turnlng point in 1975 ir very sensitive. I t  h lowest In the case of the exponential 
flt since the low rater of energy growth during the last ten y e m  are below the 
trend of the exponential growth c u m .  It ia also interesting to note that the lower 
turnlng point of the flrst wave in Figure 3.4 is dated in 1897 by the m o m  average 
method and in 1883 in the case of the exponential and logirtic methodr. Thir 
condrms the fact that the m o w  average method is not well suited for t i m u  the 
turning point8 of the long wave. In spite of such relatively small changer in the 
dating ot thir turning point and a larger variance in the amplitude of ths last 
wave, the parallel fluctuationa of all three long wave curves indicate that the 
broad features of the fluctuations Ln primary energy consumption are not a 
function of the method used to eliminate the secular trend from the data. 



Figure 3.3 Primary Energy Consumption (with Two Secular Trenb).  

Apparently, all three methods are suited for trend elimination in this particular 
context, and since the moving average is the easiest to compute, thia sensitivity 
analysis offers an a posteriori justiQcation for using the simplest method of trend 
ellmlnation in the examples. 

The consumption levels of fossil energy sources are known with greater 
certainty than the estlmates of older, non-commercial energy sources. This 18 
eepecially critical in the Unlted States where fuel wood conatltuted the m4or  
source of energy during the last century. Flgure 3.5 shows the ductuations in 
foseil energy use (i.e., fuel wood w a s  eliminated from the data set). The 
pronounced fluctuations indicate the long wave more clearly than the total 
primary energy consumption from N u r e  3.4. Fuel wood consumptton (see m u r e  
2.3) ir very amooth. probably because population growth waa one of the moat 
important secular trends ueed to estlmate the data. Thus, durhg the last 
century when fuel wood was the most Lmportant source of energy, it obscured 
rome of the Uuctuationa present in fossil energy sources. Without fuel wood, 
prlmary energy consumptton aa such portrays pronounced long wave movements. 
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Figure 3.4 Long Wave in Primary Energy Consumption (Three Estimates). 

There are many way  ot determining the emciency ot energy use. The most 
obvious indicators are the emciencies of primary energy conversion to secondary 
and Bnal energy forms. Another poaelbUty Le to eetlmate the etaclency of energy 
end-use. Examples include the amount of fuel needed for travel, or for space 
conditioning. All of these emciencea have improved radically since the beginning 
of the industrial revolution along with the introduction of more efilcient 
technologies. In some cases the improvements span almoat an order of 
magnitude. For example, tn 1920 the average eCEciency of natural gas power 
plantr in the United State8 was nine percent, whereas today the beat gas turbine 
power plantr can operate with emclencea of almost 80 percent. Over longer 
periodn the lmprovementr are even more impreealve. For example, the second 
law efilclency of prlme moverr increaeed by two orderr of magnitude since 1700, 
that of lampr by almoat three order8 of magnitude during the lart century and so 
on (see Marchetti, 1979). All of these emciency improvements of individual 
technologier are trnnalated into more edlective use of energy and other materialr 
a t  the level of the overall economic activity. Some emciency increaser reeult 
trom improved technologier and othem trom subaUtuUon of the old by new 
technologier. 
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FYgure 3.5 Low Wave in Foesil Energy Comumption. 

The extent of these changes and tmprovements can be expressed a t  an 
aggregats level by the amount of primary energy consumed per unit of gross 
national product in a given year. F'igure 3.8 shows the ratio of energy 
c o ~ u m p t i o n  over groaa national product (energy intensity) for the United States. 
The average reduction In energy comumed to generate one dollar of grooa 
national product r a e  about 0.9 percent per year during the laat 180 yearn. The 
ratio decreased from more than ten kilowatt-years per (constant 1958) dollar In 
1800 to slightly more them two kilowatt-years per dollar in 1982. 'l'hus, a regular 
decline in energy intensity of the whole economy prevailed over a long historical 
period lndicatlng that energy conservation b a hlotorical protean that war 
discovered as a concept only during the last decade. 

Figure 3.7 shows the QuctuaUons in energy intensity in the United States 
after the elimination of the secular trend by a 50-year geometric moving average. 
The ductuatlom show pronounced low rave movements and a high degree of 
aynchronlzation with the price -8. Durinq the downswings in price8 the 
energy intensity of the economy decreased more rapidly and during the upswings 
lew rapidly. Thir mean8 that during the d0wnmi.q Ln economic activity general 
rationalization measures of individual enterprises cauae larger energy savings 
compared with the average historical reductionn. Am the competition intensifier 
during the recession and depression, energy savinga become an hpor tan t  factor 
in coat reduotion. With recovery, new demands and proapectn of continued 



Figure 3.8 Primary Energy, Gross National Product and Energy Intensity. 
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Ftgure 3.7 Lone Wave Ln Energy Intemity. 



economic growth release many pressures associated wlth saturating markets. 
Most of the entrepreneurs in the new growth sectors must intensify their 
activltiea in order to meet new demanda, and lor energy intensity ceaees to be an 
important competitive criterion. New technologies and energy forma offer 
posstbllitiea tor continued expansion in new markets so that relative energy use 
intensifies. Toward the end of the prosperity period the growth process 
encountera Umita once more. These are redected in saturating demand and 
general price Mation Uluetrated by the long wave of wholesale price movements 
(see Figure 3.2). Thus, during the dormswing energy use reductions become 
important. There reductiona are not only due to effort6 to cut coets a~ a reaction 
to saturatinq demand, but also due to a boat of social constraints. Many energy 
technologies, along with other economic activities, become soctaUy and 
environmentally unacceptable toward the end of prosperity. Thts meam that 
some dimconomier that were socially acceptable during the growth phaae 
become internalized aa additional economic coste or ae explicit llrnitr to further 
expamion. These causea of additional coats appear to off-set the benedts of the 
economies of scale achleved durtng the expansion phase. In fact, with the 
demand reductions during the do- the large capacities that odered 
economies of scale become sources of additional costs as excess capacity. 

The relationship between prlmary energy consumption patter- and the long 
rave appears to extend beyond the parallel chanqes in the relative level of energy 
consumption and energy intensity with the ductuatlona of other long wave 
indicators such an the wholesale prtces. Figure 3.8 ehows the fluctuations in 
energy intensity (energy over gross national product from F'igure 3.8) together 
with primmy energy aubetitution (from F'igure 2.2) for the United States. The 
upper turning pointa of energy intensity ductuationa correspond to the saturation 
points of primary energy sources. Tha upper turning point that occurred in 1880 
ir related to the raturntion in animal feed substitution, the 1915 turning point 
with the saturation in coal substitution, and the turnlnq point of the 1970s with 
the eaturatlon of crude ofl. In addition. new energy sources reached one-percent 
market ahares d u r u  the times of low energy intemity (durinq the l88Oe and the 
1960s). Thus, the dynamics of energy substitution in the United States indicate a 
cloae relation to the succession of the long wave fluctuations but it ts etiU an open 
question whether a similar relationship can be condrmed for other countries. 
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Figure 3.8 Primary Energy Substitution and Long Wave in Energy Intensity. 



3.4 Phflcal Indtcntols: Steel and Ship 

In addition to primary energy substitutlon, we have shorn the examplea of 
technological substitution in steel production and merchant ships. Now we will 
comtder these two examples again in the context of the long wave. F'igure 3.9 
shows the long wave fluctuations ln steel production. derived from total steel 
production since 1880 (given Ln Figure 2.6) by using a 60-year, geometric moving 
average to eliminate the secular trend and an 15-year moving average to smooth 
the ductuations of annual residuals. It should be observed that the long wave 
movement5 in steel production are out of phase with respect to the price mvings. 
The lower end upper turning points precede by about one to two decades the 
corresponding turning polnts Ln prlcea. This probably means that the markets for 
steel are more eenettive to the &st slgna of economlc changes and thus rerpond 
before other sectorr to the emergence of favorable or unfavorable conditions. 
The reaeons for thla advanced response of the steel industry may be relatively 
simple. It is possible that steel, as one of the most important industrial 
materials, ia by and large used in capital intensive goods that have a relatively 
long Ufe-time and conslet of Large units. Typlcal examples from the last century 
are the railroads and ships. today they are power plants, reherlea, large 
buildings, factories, etc. Even a small decrease in demand for these goode, if I t  
would occur simultaneously, would have an important effect on the reduction of 
steel production. Thua, it ia poeeible that the h t  stgm of economic change are 
visible in the fluctuations of steel productlon because the effect of smaller 
reductionn ln many other sectors b ampllfled when translated into eteel demand. 
If thia actually is the case, than one could use the fluctuatlone of steel production 
as an early warning for the upcoming turning points of the long wave. 

Q u r e  3.10 shows the long wave fluctuations in the tonnage of merchant 
vessels. The same data were used an tn F'tgure 2.7 where we considered the 
technological substitutlon by type of vessel employed by merchant Beets. The 
Buctuatloru correspond to the long waves in prices although a mqor irregularity 
occurred after the last wave. A second peak follows immediately after the 
upswing and dolmswlq between the 1890s and the 1930s. This second peak rtses 
during the 1940s, reaches a maximum ln 1950 and than decUnes durtng the 1960s 
and 1900s. I t  is interesting to note that this second peak can also be detected in 
other indicators, but it is not so pronounced as in thia case. For example, the 
ductuatlona tn primary energy consumption also portrayed such a peak during 
the same period, but it appeared to be only an acceleration and deceleration 
during the upswing phase of the long wave that was initiated in 1944 with a global 
peak in the 1980s. Even the wholesale price index shows a subdued fluctuation 
during the same period with a local peak in 1866, a decline and a renewed riae 
after 1971. Although, this fluctuation is also preaent ln some other hdlcators of 
the long wave, lt 1s by far not so pronounced ar tn the case of merchant fleet 
tomage. Thua. lt is not clear hom the emplrlcal evidence alone whether the 
current low wave should be dlvided into two raves of shorter duration, or 
whether thir intermediate fluctuation is an integral part of a single long wave 
taltlated in 1944. If the drat alternative hypothesis would be accepted, then the 
long waves would be subject to an acceleration In frequency because the last 
fluctuation. M a separate long wave, extends only over three decader. 
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F'tgure 3.8 Long Wave tn Steel Production. 
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mure 3.10 Long Wave in the Tonnage ot Merchant Vessela. 



A t  the risk of overgeneralizlng, we can state that there la strong evldence 
that symmetric or a t  least similar changes in patterns of energy consumption and 
price nbecru occur from one Long wave to  another although the historical content 
and individual manifestations change profoundly so as  to make the eymmetry 
apparent only a t  the hqher level of abstraction. In order to understand the 
actual mechaniama behind the long wave phenomenon and change in technology, 
we must acquire better statistical and analytical descriptions of various 
mechaniama and causal relationships of what we generally call historical 
experience. Thie would alao imply that we need to  understand the course of 
speciflc events and their individual manifestations that lead, for example, from a 
period of rapid growth after the Second World W a r  to the oil shocks of the 197Oe, 
saturating world marketa. increasing mtional debt in many quarters of the world 
and the economic slowdown of the la& decade. For the time-being we can only 
observe that the particular circumstances change hom one long wave to another, 
but that the sequence of fluctuations and changes at a hqher level of abstraction 
indicate a striking regularity. The annals of business cyclee (see for example 
Thorp and Mitchell, 1920) show that the eevere crises or so-called Great 
Depressions occur regularly during the downswing of the long waves. I t  eufIlcee 
here to  mention the Great Depressions and financial panics of 1819, 1874 and 1928 
in the United Stater that with small variance occurred throughout the reat of the 
world. Thls immediately suggests an obvious historical manifestation of the 
prolonqed periode of stagnation, but thie does not anawer the question whether 
these Great Depressions are a necessary characteristic d the downswing. A 
poasible answer to such questions depends on whether we expect also in the 
future the continuation and recurrence of the approximate patterns of change 
experienced during the last three long wavee. 

4.1 Synchronizatloa and Recurrence 

The analysis of technological substltutlon in steel production, merchant 
vessels and energy showed that the same basic mechanism can be appli'ed to  
describe the observed structural changes. In all three cases older technologier 
were replaced by new ones with regular recurring patterm. Ffqure 4.1 showe 
these three substitution cases. Besides the now obvioun similarity in the 
subetitution patterns, it should be observed that the timing of the saturation 
phases is also strikingly synchronized in the three examples. In order to  
facilitate the compariron we have rhifted the curper in time so ar to align the 
saturation phases. In comparison to  the saturation of coal In the example of 
primary energy subatitutlon, the saturation of open-hearth steel technology and 
steam ships 1s lagged by about 20 years. Once the curves are shifted in time by 
two decader, aa r h o m  in Figure 4.1, other saturation phase8 correspond to each 
other as well. For example, the saturation of hay as the energy murce for animal 
feed waa reached Ln the 1870s and the saturation of Besaemer steel about 20 
yeara later. A W a r  correspondence can be obuemd for the last saturatinq 
technologies - crude oil and basic-oxygen eteel. The mbstituUon of other 
merchant vessels by motor ships corresponds nicely to market penetration of 
electric steel and to natural gas with a lag of about 20 years. Thir may be 



Figure 4.1 Energy, Steel and Merchant Veaaelr. 



indicative of the continuiw synchronization of the dynamic substitution 
processes in the future, after allokinq for the relatively short tlme lag. I t  should 
be observed that the lag of 20 years spans a ehorter period of t h e  than the 
duration of the upswing or downswing phases of the long wave. Although the 
tlmLng ot the introduction of new technologies a t  the one-percent level dlders Ln 
the three examples. the change In leadersup &om the old to the new dominating 
technology La strikingly eimllar. The open-hearth steel maklng proceaa emerged 
eu the dominating technology (in 1807) about 21 years after coal replaced fuel 
wood M the major source of energy (in 1888). The Lag waa even shorter in the 
case of steam rhips which overtook 8- r h i p  in 1892. Thw a l l  three takeovers 
took place within two decades. Hall a century later, a similar correspondence can 
be obaerved agah  Crude oil surpaaaed coal in 1960 and baaic-oxygen steel 
overtook the open-hearth proceae in 1B89. Again a lag of two decades. Just as in 
the case of the long wave ductuationa, we 6nd that the substitution dynamics can 
be characterized by coordinated Shyear phases of change in market domination 
from old to new leading technologies and energy sources. 

A possible explanation of this sirnllarity in the substitution patterns 1s that 
the specific changes that led to the replacement of old by new technologies and 
energy sources were interrelated. For example, the new steel proceases and 
marine propulsion ayetems were dependent on new energy technologier. On the 
other hand, the new energy sources could only be developed with increased 
intensity of energy use, such as tn the new tndustrinl and urban complexes that 
emerged as the availability of tramport poesibilitielr and basic materials 
increased (symbolized here by steel and merchant vessels). This kind of 
interdependent lacing of technological development and growth of demand 
indicates that a certain degree of synchronization in the substitution processes 
could be expected. This of course still leaves the question of the precise nature of 
the 50-year time constant unamwered. Since we have already shown that the 
three substitution processes appear to be synchronized after allowing for a two- 
decade lag in the timi- of crucial market saturation and takeover events, we will 
now consider the t h i n g  of lo- wave fluctuatione and energy substitution ( t a n g  
it to be indicative of other technological substitution processes). 

Figure 4.2 shows energy substitution (from Figure 2.2) on the lower plot and 
long wave in energy coneumptlon, energy intensity and wholesale prtcer (from 
Figures 3.4, 3.7 and 3.2) on the upper plot. In to to ,  Figure 4.2 surnmerizes the 
rerults of the phenomenological analyaia of the dynamicr of technology and the 
long wave in economic development. A careful examlnation of the t h i n g  and 
patterns of chanqes shows that they are all in tune. The eaturation periods of 
energy technologies coincide with the peaka in prices and energy intensity (see 
also Figure 3.8). The period of decline from saturation to loss of dominance (i.e. 
loss of the highest market shares) lasts in the order of 26 yeam, or about aa long 
aa the downawing phase of the long wave which b characterized in Figure 4.2 by 
the ductuationr of energy consumption, intensity and the price Lndex. By 
symmetry, the upawing of the long wave is paralleled by the growth of the new 
energy source from newly acquired dominance to saturation. 
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The tact that all of the eventa that characterize profound changes ln 
technology and economtc structure occur in tune ln strLk-, but it leaves many 
questtons open. For instance, we have obsewed that technologkal eubstttutioa Ln 
steam propuleion and merchant veeseln la lagged by about two decades behind 
the equivalent events in energy substitution. Thin would imply that these other 
dominatfng technologier do not saturate during the end of the prosperity phaue, 
but rather during the onset of the downswing. Perhape this is an artifact of the 
choice of technological aubetitution processes tn that they are very closely 
related to the changee in the structure of the energy system. Yet, given the 
sparse statistical records, it is dimcult to flnd other examples that span 
equivalent historical period#. 

Nevertheless, the importance of the energy system and related 
infrastluctural developments appears to be crucial with respect to  the obsewed 
pulses in economic activity. For example, the construction d great canals 
throughout m o p e  and the Unlted States during the eighteenth and beginning of 
the nineteenth century r r a ~  initiated by the ever increasing need to tramport 
timber and other goods in larger quantities over longer distances. Later. 
rallroada caused a simllar boom period basically due to the same reasom - the 
concentration of production in urban arear required a more efacient transport 
ayetem that ale0 helped in the acquisition of new and larger markets. Thus, 
c d s  and railroads expanded existing markets and "created" new ones for new 
products. In terme of the energy system. the large canals are associated with the 
transport of he1 wood that was at that time the primary source of energy in many 
industrial activities such an iron smelting. The railroad era is very closely related 
to the widespread dldusion of steam and coal related industries. 

In terms of the long wave fluctuation, we will call the upswing phase from 
1773 to 1810 the "age of canal6" and the upswing from 1640 to  1888 the "age of 
railroad#"' Accordingly, we call the upawing from 1895 to  1920 the "age of 
electricity" because of its sigrMcant contribution to tbe rapid development of 
new induetries and communtcation technologiee. The last upmring, from 1945 t o  
the 1970s. we symbolically identify with the motor vehicles. aircraft and 
petrochemical industries. Unfortunately, it is not possible to time this last 
turning point with any precinion, but in vlew of the empirical evidence in the 
eynchronhation of technological substitution processes, energy etilciency and 
other tndicatom, it probably occurred durlng the "oll crises" of the early 1970s 
that mark the saturation of crude oil and its eventual replacement m the 
dominant source of primary energy. Let ua assume for the sake of naming a 
particular reference year that it in fact occurred in 1873. If thh were actually 
the caee and asnunntng the continuation of the long wave fluctuations. the next 
turning point could be expected sometime around the turn of the century. Going 
h r the r  into the future the follonlng ups* phase could be expected to last until 
the 2030s. 

The overall picture that emerge6 suggests that each upawing p h e  16 
anaochted with large idrantructural development. Thla development drrt  opem 
many new product and factor markets and toward the end of the prosperity phase 
leads to eventual saturation of these markeb and full adoption of the 
technologies that were introduced durlng the recovery period. Thir was the 



process that occurred between the end of the Second World W a r  and the initiation 
of a dormeninq ten to Meen years ago. Some of the development8 of the current 
downs* perlod we can already anticipate. For example, the energy intensity 
curve in F'igure 3.7 indicates that during the next three decades we can anticipate 
further relative Improvement8 in the energy emciency of the economy (1.e.. 
reductions in the amount of primary energy consumed per monetary unit of aross 
national product in real terms). Thu, we can expect further dissemination of 
energy efUcient technologies and Lnetitutional measurea during the downswing 
phase until the end of the century. An f a r  as energy technologier are concerned, 
the market penetration analyair ruggestr natural gas as the beet candidate for 
eventual dominance as the major energy source durlng the upswing period after 
the lQ$Oa, Natural gas in the cleaneat fossil fuel and from that perspective alone 
it is attractive. I t  also promises well ae a very emcient s o m e  of electricity m d  
clean fuels. Widespread use of natural gas would require new infrastructurer for 
the long-dirtance tramport, conversion to fuelr and electricity, and dirtribution 
to the final comumer. Thus, conetruction of large grida and new industries based 
on natural gas would be required. Candldates for future growth sectors related to 
the wider use of natural gas range from technologies for control and management 
of large. distributed grida for transport and distribution of energy and other 
goods, to bio-engineering technologies that would allow for greater etllciency and 
lor-temperature chemical and Lndwtrial conversion and production processes 
based on methane and electricity. Thus, enzymes and microchips may be the 
hardware that could allow the transition to a methane-based energy system. 
These are just some of the poeuible candidates, but they are cornistent with the 
apparent requirements that emerge from the overall pattern of economic pulses 
and technological aubstitution dynamics since the beginning of the industrial 
revolution. Before these and other new technologies could expand durlnq the 
next up-, the next decades would bring a period of renewal and "creative 
destruction". A period of rapid (relative) deflation can be expected together with 
prolonged unemployment and an economic slowdown. These are the selection 
mechanlsmr that in the part distilled the succesrtul from a wide range of 
promising technologies and entrepreneurial innovatiom. The existing patterns 
will have to be destroyed before new one8 can emerge and their destruction will 
mark the beginmq of renewal and a promise of prorperity. 

Moet of these speculatiom about the nature and timing of future eventr 11 
based on the dynamics of equivalent changes in the paat. Some of the patter- of 
these dynamic changes can be projected into the future. Our analysis of the 
market rubrtitution mechaniamr indicated that the invariance of the timing of 
market raturation and takeover times also allows ozpast  prolectiona over period8 
that span the duration of the long wave (see Nakicenovic, 1984). Similarly, our 
analpia of the long swings in many indicatore, ranging from energy emciency to 
price fluctuations and Marchetti'r invention and innovation pulses (see Marchetti, 
1881), provide rtrong hhtorical evidence that these event8 are precisely ttmed 
and invariant. 

Perhapa the most important question ia why the clock that tunes such events 
as the dynamic changer in technology and long waver in economic activity 
operatea on a 50-year rcale. Since r e  have shown that the eventr that mark 
rtructural chanqer are pchronized and follow a loglcal order, the question of 
the Ume-rcale Invariance is crucial. If it were mawered all the other eventr, 
shce  they occur In logical order apparently aa required, would fit the grand 
pattern like pieces of a puzzle. 



There are many reasons to assume that inertia and slow absorption do not 
allow profound changes to occur more often than once per human generation or 
about every 50 years. It 1s dltacult to Lmaglne that people and eocietiee that have 
invested large resources in creating and adoptmg to a given environment would 
accept profound change8 and abandon technologiee, market8 and social 
institutions as 1 0 4  as they function or are not shown to be lnierior to innovations 
after eumclently extensive cornpadsons. Thus, new technologies and Innovatim 
entrepreneurial actidtie8 cannot dlduse immediately even it they are superior to 
the traditional practice. They have to withstand selection procease8 over long 
p e r i d  before their viability and reallieme an a replacement for old methoda ir 
accepted. Since we have Been that technologies and markets are interlaced. once 
we accept a nntural rhythm for profound changes to be one generation or about 
50 years the synchronization of the pulses and technological changes followa as a 
direct consequence of interdependencies. 
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